Nakedly Self-Aggrandizing EPA Tweets


@EPA, Twitter, (May 27, 2020, 10:30 AM), available at https://twitter.com/EPA/status/1263114943009886208.

@EPAAWheeler, Twitter, (May 14, 2020, 11:10 AM), available at https://twitter.com/EPAAWheeler/status/1260950542261592069.
EPA Administrator Andrew Wheeler (@EPAWheeler) - Apr 22

I was honored to join @RealDonaldTrump & @FLOTUS at the White House to celebrate the 50th Anniv of Earth Day by planting a tree. Under President Trump's leadership, we continue to clean up the air, clean up our water & clean up our land. #EarthDay2020 #EarthDayAtHome #EPAat50

@EPA, Twitter, (Apr. 22, 2020, 2:00 PM), available at https://twitter.com/EPAWheeler/status/1253020972107673607

EPA Administrator Andrew Wheeler (@EPAWheeler) - Apr 2

Enforcing environmental laws to protect human health are the cornerstone of our work at EPA under @realDonaldTrump. Despite false reporting, our recent Enforcement Guidance was essential to both protecting the environment & helping the national effort to combat #COVID19.

@EPA, Twitter, (Apr. 2, 2020, 2:03 PM), available at https://twitter.com/EPAWheeler/status/1245773837721051138.

EPA Administrator Andrew Wheeler (@EPAWheeler) - Mar 27

FAKE NEWS: @NYT is spreading inaccurate info & misleading the public. That's not what America needs right now. TRUTH: EPA is working hard to protect public health & the enviro while providing a small degree of flexibility during these extraordinary times.

@EPA, Twitter, (Mar. 27, 2020, 12:18 PM), available at https://twitter.com/EPAWheeler/status/1245773837721051138.

EPA Administrator Andrew Wheeler (@EPAWheeler)

The Obama EPA officials should check their own records, they allowed criminal enforcement to slip, while the Trump EPA is acting responsibly during a pandemic.

12:18 PM · Mar 27, 2020 · Twitter Web App
@EPAAWheeler, Twitter, (Mar. 27, 2020, 12:18 PM), available at https://twitter.com/EPAAWheeler/status/1243573103550181378.

@EPAAWheeler, Twitter, (Mar. 13, 2020, 4:36 PM), available at https://twitter.com/EPAAWheeler/status/123856467799550978.

@EPAAWheeler, Twitter, (Feb. 28, 2020, 12:24 PM), available at https://twitter.com/EPAAWheeler/status/1233442916825214976.

@EPA, Twitter, (Feb. 27, 2020, 12:41 PM), available at https://twitter.com/EPA/status/1233442916825214976.
@EPAGreatLakes, Twitter, (Oct. 10, 2019, 2:09 PM), available at https://twitter.com/EPAGreatLakes/status/1233084653814374400.


@EPA, Twitter, (Jul. 9, 2019, 3:06 PM), available at https://twitter.com/EPA/status/1148669662932213760.
@EPAAWheeler, Twitter, (Jul. 8, 2019, 3:48 PM), available at https://twitter.com/EPAAWheeler/status/1148317981379878914

@EPAAWheeler, Twitter, (Jan. 19, 2019, 4:21 PM), available at https://twitter.com/EPAAWheeler/status/1086735434183557126.